A Flat Elevated Lesion of Well-differentiated Adenocarcinoma with Lymphoid Stroma of the Colon
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Abstract

Here, we present a rare case of a 78-year-old male with well-differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid stroma of the colon. Colonoscopy revealed a type 0-IIa-like lesion located at the descending colon. We performed endoscopic submucosal dissection of the lesion. Histological examination of the resected specimen revealed that the tumor was comprised of well-differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid cell infiltration accompanied by submucosal lymphoid follicle formation. Because of a positive for vertical resection margin, we performed an additional surgical resection. However, we found no residual tumor or lymph node metastases. To the best of our knowledge, this is a rare report describing a case of dome-type carcinoma with lymphoid stroma of the colon for which magnifying endoscopy with crystal violet staining and narrow-band imaging was performed.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer presenting as submucosal tumor (SMT) is relatively rare, and colorectal cancer presenting as SMT with lymphoid stroma is rare. Several cases of lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma (LELC) have been reported. LELC of the colon is histologically poorly differentiated and characterized by ill-defined borders, prominent stroma, intratumoral lymphoid infiltrate and a syncytial growth pattern [1-3]. On the other hand, there have been some reports of well-differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid stroma of the colon, the so-called dome-type carcinoma (DC) [4-7].

To our knowledge, this is a rare report of DC with lymphoid stroma of the colon for which magnifying endoscopy (ME) with crystal violet staining and Narrow-band imaging (NBI) was performed.

Case Report

The patient was a 78-year-old male who underwent a colonoscopy at follow-up after surgery for sigmoid colonic cancer. Colonoscopy revealed a type 0-IIa-like lesion located at the descending colon (Figure 1A). Conventional endoscopy revealed a reddish, slightly elevated lesion. Spraying with indigo-carmine solution revealed a well-demarcated 0-IIa-like lesion (Figure 1B). ME with NBI revealed a surface of glandular structures relatively uniform in size and without abnormal microvessels (Figure 1C). ME after staining with crystal violet revealed a type II (Kudo’s classification) pit pattern surface and a type VI pit pattern in the center of the lesion [4] (Figure 1D).

To determine malignancy, we obtained written informed consent from the patient and performed endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). Although the submucosal layer was slightly fibrotic during the submucosal dissection, en bloc resection of the lesion was successfully performed (Figures 2A and 2B). The post-procedural course was uneventful without bleeding and perforation.

Histological examination of the resected specimen (measuring 23 × 16 mm; Figure 2C) revealed that the tumor was mostly covered with normal epithelium and comprised of well-differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid cell infiltration accompanied by submucosal lymphoid follicle formation (Figures 3A and 3B). Some of the glands were dilated as cystic. EBV-related latent membrane protein (LMP) -1 was negative (Figure 3C). The surface of the lesion was observed by ME with NBI to be glandular structures of relatively uniform size without abnormal microvessels. D. Chromoendoscopic view of the surface with crystal violet staining revealed a type II pit pattern and partially a type VI pit pattern in the center of the lesion (white arrow) (Kudo’s classification).
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Discussion

Colorectal cancer presenting as SMT with lymphoid stroma is rare. In this case, although the histological examination was well-differentiated adenocarcinoma, lymphoid cell infiltration accompanied by lymphoid follicle formation was seen in the submucosal layer. Jass et al. reported on a patient with a well-differentiated adenocarcinoma of the colon as DC with lymphoid stroma [5]. DC represents endoscopic and pathological findings as SMT, namely, a well- and/or moderately-differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid stroma and dilated tumor glands in the submucosal layer [5]. In this case, the surface of the tumor can be covered with normal epithelium, however, if a depression or an erosion in the center of the tumor is present, it might be a denudation of the tumor from the submucosal layer. ME after staining with crystal violet revealed a type Vi pit pattern as erosions in the center of the tumor (Figure 1D, white arrow). The denudation of the tumor was recognizable through the resected specimen by ESD (Figure 3A). In case of suspected colorectal cancer presenting as SMT, checking whether a depression or an erosion is present in the center of the tumor is important for identifying DC.

Although Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) has been implicated in previous LELC colon studies [8], in this case, immunohistochemical staining of the resected specimen was EBV-negative. To our knowledge, there have been no reports on DC with EBV infection. Also, DC does not feature microsatellite instability. The lack of evidence for microsatellite instability and EBV infection is consistent with the concept that lymphoid infiltration associated with DC reflects the nature of its tissue of origin, which is the dome epithelium [7].

Mori et al. reported on a patient with LELC of the colon treated with ESD [9]. To our knowledge, there are few cases of colorectal cancer presenting as SMT treated with ESD. The same as in Mori’s case, we performed ESD for dome-like carcinoma. The tumor was negative for lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was performed ESD for dome-like carcinoma. The tumor was negative for lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As DC tumor itself present in lateral resection margin without lymphatic metastasis. However, it was positive for vertical resection margin. As

Conclusion

This is a rare case of well differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoid stroma of the colon for which ME with crystal violet staining and NBI was performed.
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